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The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) - 2019

(COVID-19) has led to a worldwide public health concern. In addition to

immediate impacts on human health and well-being, COVID-19 can result

in unfortunate and long-term health consequences for future generations. In

particular, pregnant women and developing fetuses in low-income settings

could be prone to a higher risk of undernutrition, often due to an inadequate

supply of food and nutrition during a pandemic outbreak like COVID-19.

Such situations can subsequently lead to an increased risk of undesirable

health consequences, such as non-communicable diseases, including obesity,

metabolic syndrome, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes, in individuals born

to exposed mothers via fetal programming. Moreover, COVID-19 infection or

related stress during pregnancy can induce long-termprogramming outcomes

on neuroendocrinological systems in o�spring after birth. However, the

long-lasting consequences of the transplacental transmission of COVID-19

in o�spring are currently unknown. Here we hypothesize that a COVID-19

pandemic triggers intrauterine programming outcomes in o�spring due

to multiple maternal factors (e.g., nutrition deficiency, stress, infection,

inflammation) during pregnancy. Thus, it is crucial to establish an integrated

lifetime health information system for individuals born in or around the

COVID-19 pandemic to identify those at risk of adverse pre-and postnatal

nutritional programming. This approach will assist in designing specific

dietary or other nutritional interventions to minimize the potential undesirable

outcomes in those nutritionally programmed individuals.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19) represents a serious public health concern

affecting people of all ages depending on geographical locations and socioeconomic

conditions. As of 21st June 2022, over 500 million confirmed cases of COVID-19 have

been reported globally, with more than 6million deaths (1). Various preventive measures

against COVID-19, such as lockdowns, limited physical distancing, self-isolation, etc.,
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have been considered by governmental bodies across the globe

to limit the transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent

for COVID-19, to ensure that the capacity of healthcare

systems would be able to combat the condition (2). COVID-

19 leads to immediate impacts, such as fever, cough, fatigue,

etc., on those who are infected (3) but also negative influences

other patients that require urgent medical attention due

to delayed access to the healthcare system for surgeries,

chemotherapies, dialyses, etc. (4). In addition, multiple societal

measures or interventions against pandemics like COVID-19

can also lead to undesirable consequences on people’s metabolic

health, exacerbating the prevalence of non-communicable

diseases such as obesity, metabolic syndrome, hypertension,

and type 2 diabetes (5). In this review, we highlight

the potential role of COVID-19 on long-term intrauterine

programming effects in relation to changes in food and

nutrition supply, nutrition programming associated with

specific nutrients, maternal stress, and transplacental SARS-

CoV-2 transmission. Then, we generate a new hypothesis on

COVID-19-associated programming outcomes of metabolic

diseases in future generations.

Methodology

A scoping review of specific scientific publications related

to COVID-19 and fetal programming was conducted to

evaluate the COVID-19-associated factors and their potential

fetal programming impacts on long-term health and disease

status. Databases such as Google Scholar, PubMed, Coronavirus

resource center, etc., were used to search for peer-reviewed

articles or specific COVID-19-related information. Different

keywords and search terms, including “COVID-19” and

“Maternal factors” and “Pregnancy” and “Fetal programming,”

and “Placenta” were included as search terms.

COVID-19 and nutrient supply

In addition to immediate adverse health impacts, COVID-19

has resulted in undesirable consequences on the global economy

(6), consequently directly affecting the food and nutrition

supply chains. The shortage of labor force, disturbances to

existing transportation networks, and border closures affected

the movement of food items across regions and countries (7),

causing a temporary short supply of food. Moreover, panic

buying and stockpiling of food products led to their pseudo-

higher demands (8). Along with restrictions on the food

supply, COVID-19 can have severe unfavorable consequences

on global poverty. For example, it is estimated that COVID-

19 can result in up to a 20 per cent contraction in household

income or consumption, thus posing a severe threat to the

UN Sustainable Development Goal of ending poverty by 2030

(9). Impacts of COVID-19 on the national economy and food

security could bemore prevalent in low-income countries (LICs)

because of their history of sustained poverty and less resilient

food supply chains. This can directly impact the nutritional

status of vulnerable groups of people, particularly pregnant

and lactating women, and children (10, 11). Furthermore, the

inadequate nutrient supply (carbohydrates, protein, vitamin

D, LCPUFAs, etc.), particularly for pregnant women, can

have long-term consequences on the metabolic health of

individuals born to those exposed mothers due to fetoplacental

programming (12–14).

The concept of nutritional
programming

The concept of fetal or nutritional programming historically

arose from several epidemiological studies conducted in

countries from diverse regions. The studies reported that

offspring born to mothers exposed to inadequate nutrient

supply had higher risks of developing heart diseases (15, 16),

impaired glucose tolerance, hypertension, and type 2 diabetes

(17, 18). These studies led to the development of the “thrifty

phenotype hypothesis” by Hales and Barker, strongly suggesting

that poor nutrition during fetal and early postnatal life increases

susceptibility toward the development of type 2 diabetes in

adulthood (13). Additional studies in this field further pointed

out that such long-term health consequences are associated

with the nutritional status not only during fetal but also

during the peri-conceptional or early postnatal period, leading

to several conceptual frameworks, including the predictive

adaptive responses (19), the developmental origin of health

and diseases (DOHaD) (20). The hypotheses underlying these

frameworks have been tested and confirmed in additional

epidemiological studies, for example, using retrospective data

from the Dutch famine (1944–1945) during the second world

war (21, 22), and also in several animal studies, including

but not limited to sheep (23–25), goats (26, 27), pigs (28–

30), rodents (31–33), and monkeys (34, 35). These studies

suggest that during unfortunate circumstances for humanity

(e.g., during wars, natural disasters, or global emergencies like

pandemic COVID-19), women during the peri-conceptional

period or pregnancy can be exposed to mild to severe forms

of undernutrition. This can subsequently lead to adverse

health consequences and body functions in the offspring later

in life.

Nutritional programming associated
with specific nutrients

The abnormal nutritional programming is associated with

specific nutrient deficiencies during pregnancy. Choline, folic

acid, Vitamin D, and long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids
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(LCPUFAs) are among the nutrients that are important for

alleviating maternal infection and inflammation in fetal growth

and development (36). Pregnant women infected with SARS-

CoV-2 can impart brain damage and post-birth psychiatric

disorders in their offspring (37). SARS-CoV-2 can affect

the development of the fetal nervous system directly or

indirectly (38).

The maternal LCPUFAs and their metabolites are involved

in every stage of pregnancy by supporting fetoplacental growth

and development, cell signaling, and modulating other critical

aspects of structural and functional processes (39). Inadequate

trophoblast invasion of the maternal decidua and uterine spiral

arterioles leads to structural and functional deficiency of the

placenta, adversely affecting the overall fetal growth and the

development of essential organs such as the brain (12, 40).

During the third trimester of pregnancy, placental preferential

transport of maternal plasma LCUPFAs is critical for fetal

growth and development (12). DHA is essential for healthy

brain development, maintenance, and function (12). DHA

and its signaling systems are involved in neurogenesis, anti-

nociceptive effects, anti-apoptotic effects, synaptic plasticity, and

Ca2+ homeostasis in the brain. Studies strongly suggest that

maternal dietary deficiency of DHA during pregnancy increases

the risk for neurocognitive disorders. Maternal nutritional

deficiency of n-3 fatty acids during development in utero and

the postnatal state has detrimental effects on cognitive abilities

(12). Vitamin D and folic acid are already supplemented in

food additives and prenatal vitamins. Despite recommendations

by several public health agencies and medical societies, choline

intake is often inadequate in early gestation when the brain

is forming. A public health initiative for choline supplements

during the pandemic could be helpful for women planning

or already pregnant who also become exposed or infected

with SARS-CoV-2.

Maternal stress and programming

COVID-19 has undoubtedly led to detrimental implications

on the psychosocial welling and mental health status of people

(41). It has been reported that COVID-19 increased stress

and anxiety levels in pregnant women worldwide (42–44).

Maternal stress can alter placental and fetal serotonin systems

and expose the brain to increased corticotrophin-releasing

hormone and cortisol, thus affecting fetal development

and mental health status later in life (45, 46). In addition,

maternal stress can modify the growth trajectory, locomotor

activity, and adrenocortical responses to stress in offspring

after birth (47). This suggests maternal stress during

pregnancy due to pandemic situations such as COVID-19

can induce programming effects in developing fetuses affecting

neuroendocrine systems and associated physiological body

functions after birth.

Intrauterine transplacental
transmission of COVID-19

It is well known that COVID-19 is primarily transmitted

through droplets and aerosols (48), although other modes

of transmission may also prevail (49). In addition, the

transplacental transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from a mother

infected during late pregnancy to a neonate (neonatal viremia)

has been reported where placental cells had a high viral load

and showed inflammation under histological examination (50).

Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) on the placental

cell surface could play a role in the vertical transplacental

transmission to the fetus following maternal COVID-19

infection (51). The long-term physiological impacts from such

transmissions are currently unknown. However, it has been

suggested SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnancy may negatively

influence fetal brain development via induction of maternal and

placental immune activations (52).

Conclusions

COVID-19 can lead to direct health impacts on infected

pregnant women and result in unfortunate long-term

health consequences for future generations. In particular,

individuals born in low-income settings could be prone

to inadequate maternal nutrient supply, maternal stress,

and vertical transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from mothers.

Such situations can subsequently lead to an increased risk

of undesirable health consequences, including obesity,

metabolic syndrome, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and poor

cognitive function in individuals born to exposed mothers via

fetal programming.

Future perspectives

COVID-19, one of the greatest public health crises in

recent history, has suggested that it requires a global effort to

address specific biological effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection in

our future generations and design effective health policies for

better preparedness and rapid response (53). Prenatal exposure

to previous pandemics, such as the 1918 influenza pandemic

or the Dutch famine (1944–1945), is found to be associated

with increased risks of cardiovascular diseases in offspring later

in life (54, 55). In this context, we hypothesize that children

born during or immediately after this COVID-19 pandemic

might have altered the development of fetal physiological

systems in utero due to adverse intrauterine programming
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FIGURE 1

Potential influences of COVID-19 pandemic on long-term intrauterine programming outcomes.

related to nutritional deficiency, stress, or infection during

fetal life (Figure 1). COVID-19-associated abnormal nutritional

programming could increase the risk of developing metabolic

disorders such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, obesity, type-

2 diabetes, and brain development in offspring after birth.

Such outcomes of nutritional programming could be more

harmful, particularly in the LICs, with a history of dealing with

poverty and inequalities. To test the hypotheses, it is crucial to

follow up the children in the future, particularly the LICs born

during the post-COVID-19 period, by setting up longitudinal

studies, such as prospective pregnancy/birth cohort studies, so

that the potential increased risk of undesirable implications

of intrauterine programming can be evaluated and relevant

health strategies can be applied to minimize unfortunate health

consequences. This requires careful management of the lifetime

health data (53, 56), perhaps by developing properly integrated,

scalable, and digitalized information systems, particularly in

the health sector of the LICs (57). The use of robust

data science and artificial intelligence approaches, particularly

in the LICs, may provide immediate benefits toward a

better response and recovery from a pandemic outbreak

like COVID-19 and assist in identifying and following up

on vulnerable groups that are at a higher risk of adverse

nutritional programming. The e-health systems using modern

information and communication technologies can also improve

communication among health institutions, policymakers, and

general communities (58). Such approaches are essential to

follow up on susceptible individuals’ dietary, physiological, and

lifestyle behaviors and to design specific dietary, nutritional, or

other health interventions to overcome the risks of undesirable

and long-term consequences of outbreak-associated intrauterine

programming in the future. Furthermore, future research

should focus on epigenetic programming to help to understand

potential mechanisms and timing of exposures for long-term
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adverse health effects of COVID-19 and future protracted

human emergencies.
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